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 Msg#1602 Day Two What The Bible Says Good Samaritan's Penny Pulpit by Pastor Ed Rice   God's second day of creation starts with a gargantuan sphere of water

hung on nothing in God's newly created light beam. It ends with two spheres of water divided by a firmament. Like egg white separates the shell from the yoke, this

firmament separates a shell of water, which bounds the whole universe, from a sphere of water the size of our planet. We expect these are spheres because liquids

with mass naturally form into spheres. We expect that there is nothing but water because God writes to us on a fifth grade reading level and says what he means. We

know that this firmament is impressive because it captures a whole days work for the LORD God. We know that it is immense because when God gets to his forth

day of creation he inserts all the bodies of our present solar system into the firmament. It turns to gargantuan when God inserts all the galaxies with billions of stars

into the firmament. God's description leaves a shell of water around the outside of this universe. Thus God, Albert Einstein, and I believe in a finite bounded universe.

Atheistic evolutionists believe in an infinite unbounded one. The difference in these two assumptions are astronomical. One is right, one is wrong, there is no

compromise position. Joshua, who lead Israel into the promised land said, “Now therefore fear the LORD, and serve him in sincerity and in truth... And if it seem evil

unto you to serve the LORD, choose you this day whom ye will serve” (Josh 24:14-15). The only type of evolution there is, is atheistic evolution. We did not get here

by natural processes, we have a Creator. He tells us what he did, why he did it, and what he is about to do. We can trust him on it.   An Essay for week #2 Jan 10, 16

Msg in audio at www.GSBaptistChurch.com/audio/gs160110.mp3 Please review, comment and/or correct my draft dissertation at

www.GSBaptistChurch.com/theology/6day_creation_dissertation_draft.pdf or in ePub .epub or in document .doc  
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